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Abstract—The roadmap of the Smart Grid project includes
exploiting the intrinsic elasticity of electricity demand in the
future, to make it responsive to the near term cost of supplying
generation. This would curb costly peaks of demand and allow
for a greater penetration of renewable energy sources. The
mechanisms serving this purpose are referred to as Demand
Side Management (DSM) and Demand-Response (DR) programs.
While it is clear that DSM and DR will be indispensable
to loosen the control over the generation and decrease the
reserve requirements, there is much debate on what is the
right architecture for DSM and DR programs. In this paper we
discuss current trends that are being considered as candidates
for DSM and DR and critically compare them, outlining research
directions that should be pursued in the future to overcome this
dilemma.1

I. I NTRODUCTION
Demand Side Management (DSM) systems have evolved
over the past three decades through systematic activities of the
Power Utilities, as well as Government policies, designed to
change the amount and timing of electricity consumption. Such
DSM measures have been implemented for load management,
for increasing energy efficiency, and for electrification (i.e. the
strategic increase of electricity use) [1].
Initially DSM programs mainly comprised reliability-driven
load management measures, used occasionally to manage
emergency situations. Recently, more sophisticated and rapid
forms of DSM have emerged, extending the level of consumer
interaction for this services, through appropriate incentives
[2]. One of the great promises of Smart Grid is to foster
advanced forms of DSM that continuously control the load
for potentially all consumers. The most notable idea emerging
today is the inclusion of programs that enable direct price
responsiveness, even of individual loads [1]. In a wider definition, DSM may also include items such as renewable energy systems, combined heat and power systems, independent
power purchase, and all instruments that allow to meet the
customer demand with the highest efficiency [3].
In this paper we discuss the two most popular trends of
demand management, which lie at the two opposite sides of the
control spectrum. At one end are Real Time Pricing strategies,
discussed in Section II and, at the other end, are Direct Load
Control (DLC) strategies, presented in Section III. As we argue
in Section I-A there is a pressing need for effective and reliable
1 This work was funded under TCIPG and CERTS Projects sponsored by
DOE.

DSM technology. With numerous legislations being enacted
around the world requiring that the consumption of renewable
resources (like wind and solar energy) be increased to very
high targets soon, and considering the degree of uncertainty
that will be introduced on the generation side of the power grid
as a result of this, it will be economically infeasible to maintain
today’s levels of grid reliability without creating incentives
for the customers to follow the variable generation supply,
rather than the other way around. DSM advances, and RTP in
particular, have been made possible by technological progress
in data processing and in communications. But the network
and processing infrastructure for DSM is clearly best defined
by knowing what the right DSM application is. As this paper
outlines, this is still a subject of heated debate and research.
In Section IV, we provide a new model which can strike the
right balance between the options considered so far.
A. Why is DSM technology important
The most important rule in the operation of power systems
is that there has to be a continuous balance between demand
and generation. Currently, there are two very opposite views
on how green generation can be integrated into the wholesale
market: 1) Generation Reserves: volatile and non-dispatchable
plants like wind and solar should be backed by clean but
controllable resources like hydro or natural gas units that will
start generating energy whenever the intermittent resources are
not able to meet their scheduled generation requirements. This
is the approach followed today. But the main problem with
this solution is limited availability of clean but dispatchable
plants. DOE reports that today 10% of all generation assets
and 25% of distribution infrastructure are used less than 400
hours per year (5% of the time). To triple the penetration of
renewable, these numbers will more than triple. 2) Demand
Side Management: the volatility introduced by these intermittent resources on the generation side will be compensated by
price responsive loads, such as RTP, or DLC programs. As we
will see, DLC programs are mostly designed for emergency
situations while RTP programs, although very appealing, face
the very challenging problem of determining what these price
signals should be.
II. R EAL - TIME P RICING
One of the most serious contenders in the DSM research
arena is RTP. The concept of real-time prices has been around

for about three decades now [4]: instead of shielding the
customer completely from fluctuations of energy costs in the
spot market (as it is done when using flat rates and time-of-use
tariffs) in RTP, price signals delivered to the customers will
provide incentives to modify their demand and alleviate the
pressure on the grid, with the reward of lowering their bill.
What is not obvious is how should the utility calculate and
post price signals in order to attain a stable operating point
for the system, balancing generation and demand.
Theoretically, the real-time price of electricity at each node
is the shadow price obtained from solving the optimization
for the spot market security constrained generation dispatch
[5], [6]. In a system with N generator and L load buses, each
generating Gi or consuming Di units of power respectively,
and W transmission lines, this optimization is given by
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where θ, µ̄ = [µ1 , · · · , µW ]T , νimax and νimin are the Lagrange
multipliers at the optimal solution. The Locational Marginal
Price (LMP) for load bus i is,
λi =
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(II.3)

which represents the marginal cost of providing one additional
unit of power at that bus under the optimal generation dispatch.
Simplifying assumptions or additional constraints can be
added to (II.1), such as adopting linear or quadratic generation
costs and including additional contingency constraints [7].
LMPs are the true costs of serving loads, which include costs
of generation, grid losses and congestion on transmission lines.
Theoretically, one could calculate these prices before realtime and by releasing them the system should converge to
its optimal operating point. This will happen if:
• Perfect forecasts of demand values Di ’s are available

System model with RTP

The customers are shielded from this true cost and do
not react to fluctuations of the their associated LMP (like
what happens in most of the power grid today)
• Most importantly, all generators should be price taking
rational agents, so that posting the calculated LMPs will
make them choose the dipatched value in (II.1).
If, however, the customer are exposed to even limited information about these true costs, like what all real-time pricing
techniques aim to do, there will be an extra feedback loop
added to the equation, i.e. the demand at the i-th load bus, Di
will be a function of λi and thus, (II.3) has to be modified to
•

∂L(λ1 , . . . , λi , . . . , λL )
(II.4)
∂Di
A diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. Calculating the
true cost of serving the demand if the customers react to
real-time market fluctuations will require perfect knowledge
of customer behavior in reacting to price signals for every
different load bus in the system at the time the LMPs are being
calculated for. [8] provides a dynamic model to analyse the
dynamics of supply, demand, and clearing prices in a power
grid with real-time retail pricing and information asymmetry. It
shows that a power market accomodating common RTP techniques may possibly experience volatile prices and demand, or
even lose its stability. Although proven with major simplifying
assumptions, the important point made is that stability should
be taken into account when designing a load control system.
The authors conclude that more intricate models for demand
in each area, knowledge about consumer behavior in response
to dynamic prices received, and a thorough understanding of
the implications of different market mechanisms and system
architectures are needed before real-time pricing techniques
can be implemented in large-scale.
Currently, power system operators have two major approaches to calculate LMPs for the real-time market. Exanté prices indicate the value of the LMPs before the true
value of the demand is released, using predicted values of
the stochastic variables like the demand and intermittent
renewable resources. Ex-post values, on the other hand, are
calculated after the load is served and with deterministic
knowledge of all the values for demand and generation.
Since real-time price signals need to be delivered to customers beforehand to allow some planning time, they should
be of the same nature as ex-anté LMPs. Also, it is very
unlikely that ex-post adjustments will be allowed to affect
how customers are billed, since this would expose the public
λi =

Gmax
i

where Ci (·) is the generation cost function and H is a matrix
that relates power flow on transmission lines to nodal power
inputs. The first constraint ensures power balance; the second
ensures that flows on all the transmission lines lie within their
limit, given by the vector F̄ max , and the third one defines
generation capacity limits. The Lagrangian of (II.1) is:
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Fig. 1.

to unacceptable risks. The same approach just described, is
adopted by most RTP researchers in the literature. The realtime price sent to customers is derived either from a direct
ex-anté analysis of wholesale market prices, or by adding
some modifications to account for consumer satisfaction. To do
so, either a term representing the benefit of customers from
consuming electricity is added to the cost function in (II.1)
or, a cap on the variations of the price signal in enforced.
For example, in [9], the authors maximize the social benefit,
which includes known cost functions Ci (.) representing the
cost of production of energy and known benefit functions Bi (.)
representing the consumers
max
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To calculate the price, the authors assume that both generation
units and customers are price taking agents with known limits
on their consumption and generation values and declare the
price at each bus as the marginal value of objective function
in this maximization problem (II.5) under various constraints.
[10]–[12] follow a similar approach. The gap caused by
the difference between ex-anté and ex-post prices should be
compensated by the utility, similar to what is done today for
the gap between flat or TOU rates and ex-post LMPs. Some of
the problems that can arise from this approach are as follows
• Perfect knowledge of the utility of the customers is
assumed at every load bus (usually simple analytic functions), which is unrealistic, at least in the current situation
• If the price is set using an incorrect prediction the
behavior of customers, prices that are posted may lead
to system instability
• Demand is only assumed to be dependent on the current
price. This assumption is not valid for the demand for
electricity since electricity is not delivered instantly in
packets and appliances need time to finish their jobs.
• Generation owners may try to arbitrage the market.
• At least the major part of generation assets should have
a fully deterministic and controllable nature in order to
let the utility calculate valid prices in advance. This assumption may not hold with the addition of a considerable
amount of intermittent resources to the grid.
To conclude this section, it is important to remark that in
addition to concerns on market stability, any power imbalance
resulting from volatile demand, if not compensated correctly
and timely, may accumulate and cause the grid itself to
experience oscillation or even lose stability. This is why
the socio-economic feedback of the energy market, with all
the uncertainty it carries, cannot be closed in real time and
some type of direct control may prove necessary, blurring the
boundary between RTP and Direct Load Control (DLC).
III. D IRECT L OAD C ONTROL
Unlike RTP, Direct Load Control, or Interruptible Load
programs, have been widely and successfully practiced for
over a decade now. During peak load hours, utilities have

the option to curtail the load due to certain appliances like
air conditioners or water heater belonging to participating
customers for a predetermined duration of time (usually, 1530 minutes). This is done by sending a curtailment signal to
the target appliance from a central dispatch center.
Ever since the 80’s, several researchers have worked on
finding an optimum curtailment schedule that will maximize
the benefits of the utility while avoiding unacceptable dissatisfaction for participating customers. Typically, an optimization
problem is defined that minimizes a certain cost function of
the load during a look-ahead horizon. Common constraints
are maximum curtailment time and a minimum pay-back
period between two successive curtailments, during which
the appliance is allowed to function without interruption, to
catch up on its duty. This type of control is effective only
for certain appliances. Many researchers then use Dynamic
Programming methods to solve this optimization problem [14],
[15], while others use some form of simplification to turn it
into a Linear Program, which is less computationally intensive.
DLC solutions usually try to have a long enough look-ahead
horizon in order to avoid rebound peaks due to payback
′
periods, since the modified load L (t) at time t is given by,
′

L (t) = L(t) − Curtailed Load from DLC
+ Payback Load from Previous Curtailments
Note that DLC schedules are sometimes solved for in coordination with the unit commitment problem (II.1) since they
will affect the demand values Di [16].
While interrupting certain loads can help alleviate the problems with high peak demand when facing generation shortage,
most DLC solutions are designed merely for emergency situations. With the addition of a remarkable amount of unpredictable renewable resources like wind and solar energy to the
grid, the frequency of these emergency situations will increase
substantially and forced curtailment of the load, even if it is
backed by customer participation, will no longer be a sufficient
measure to match volatile and unpredictable generation with
inelastic demand. Also, deciding how the customers should be
paid for these interruptions will become increasingly unclear,
bringing about similar complexity as RTP.
IV. D ISCUSSION
In section II, we saw that the problems with determining
appropriate price signals are mainly due to the uncertainty in
how customers respond to variable real-time prices, i.e. an
unknown feedback behaviour. If, however, this feedback loop
is somehow opened or its responses are based on settings that
can be learned by a control center, the stated problems will no
longer exist (or will be mitigated). What we propose is to add
a certain intermediate mechanism to help reshape the original
demand subject to a mutually agreed level of QoS.
A. Remove the feedback loop with cellular scheduling
If instead of making individual decisions, customer use electric loads that are capable of specifying their request for energy
to a control center, releasing the control of their starting time

to their associated neighborhood scheduler, the problematic
feedback loop will be removed. The neighborhood scheduler
will operate as a local energy retailer, which determines the
activation time of the requesting smart loads such that it can
shape the load profile to be as close as possible to the available
generation supply (the day-ahead bid + the available local
intermittent resources), avoiding the rebound peak problems
that arise in DLC. We call this scheme Digital Direct Load
Scheduling (DDLS). Detailed description of how the required
transactions happen can be found in [17], [18].
B. Pricing based on known customer tailored response
If decisions that are made in response to price signals are
based on simple strategies that can be announced in advance
to a local control center, the uncertainty due to customer
behaviour will be reduced. Moreover, if the control center is
notified when each smart appliance is turned on, in a fashion
similar to the DDLS strategy described in Section IV-A, the
control center will be fully aware of the outcome of posting
a price signal. However, the degrees of freedom in shaping
the load are greatly reduced from what is possible in the
DDLS, since customers in a single neighborhood will most
likely receive the same real-time prices.
This strategy can lead to a more sophisticated DLC program
and a more crude form of RTP. When a customer turns on his
air conditioning unit, a simple message is communicated to the
control center announcing the arrival of the smart AC device
in the grid and its simple control strategy, like a table that
will determine the functioning status of the AC depending
on the current price signal. If all the AC units work under
similar control strategies that can be described in a simple
table, the control unit can distribute price signals based on its
deterministic knowledge of customer responses and execute a
more sophisticated DLC program, on a day-to-day basis.
C. Research opportunities
Prospective DSM technologies serve as bridging interfaces
that coordinate the fluctuations of demand with opportunistically available energy supplies. On the demand side, real time
information and statistical signal processing techniques are of
paramount importance in both capturing the dynamics of the
load, and accruing information efficiently from networks of
distributed resources. On the generation side, the problem is
not only that of unreliable predictions for volatile generation,
but also that of the risks associated with this generation. These
aspects have not sufficiently been stressed, as most of the
pricing models we discussed do not make use of statistics
other than the expected value of the random load/generation.
Since DSM solutions are far from being settled on, it is clear
that the best approach to understand what information support
the problem needs is to think of scalable solutions to solve it.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we gave an overview of envisioned load
management programs for the Smart Grid. We concluded that,
to match the strict reliability standards of the power grid, load

control programs should address optimally the uncertainties
due to customer behavior, volatile generation and market
as well as grid stability. This brings new opportunities for
statistical signal processing and optimization, which will be
key to the success of DSM programs.
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